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FREIGHT RATES DRAW SOUTH AFRICA, COLOMBIA COAL 
TO ASIA -The recent plunge in freight rates has reopened 
the price arbitrage for Colombian and South African coal 
to move into Asia, spanning renewed interest from Chinese 
buyers, trade sources say. The Baltic Exchange's main sea 
freight index, which tracks rates to ship dry commodities, 
fell to its lowest in over eight months after posting its twenty-
first consecutive session of decline. Chartering rates for a 

capesize vessel from Colombia to southern China fell by some $10 earlier 
this year to between $25/t and $28/t. while free-on-board (FOB) prices 
for Colombian coal are in the mid to high-$70 levels, which means traders 
are able to move Colombian material into China at a landed rate of about 
$l05/t. traders say. For South African coal. FOB prices at Richards Bay 
port are hovering at S90/t. Combined with freight rates of $16 to $17. 
their landed price in China stands at about $107/t. "A price arbitrage has 
certainly opened, thanks to the freefall in freight rates and we're seeing 
fresh interests from Chinese buyers again." says a Singapore-based trader. 
'But it's a very fickle market and the window can disappear very quickly, so 
sellers will have to be very quick and prompt to be able to do something." 
One trader says he sold a July-loading capesized shipment of Colombian 
coal into China two weeks ago at a landed rate of less than $110/t. while 
another trader said he had just sold a July-loading South African cargo into 
China at about $107/t this week. 

SA MINERS STALL ON TRANSFORMATION IN 
MANAGEMENT - STUDY - South African mining companies 
have shown a "disturbingly" low level of workforce trans
formation, eight years after signing the Mining Charter, a 
study by KIO Advisory Services has found. Commissioned 
on behalf of the South African Mining Development 
Association, the study shows that the JSE's top 25 
mining companies are lagging far behind the legislated 

targets contained in the black economic-empowerment (BEE) codes of 
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good practice. II stales that the sector has "huge*" shortfalls 
in the representation ol black people in management. An April 
report by KIO Advisory Services shows that the South African 
mining sector is not "anywhere close" to achieving the target of 
26% black ownership by 2014. It states that the gross value of 
black shareholding amounts to 5.27% of the total R1.8-tnllion 
market capitalisation o l the top 25 mining companies, as at the 
end of March 31. 2010. Measured against the BEE codes, the 
percentage of black people in top management is 17,9%, com
pared with a compliance target of 40%. while the percentage of 
black people in senior management is 15.5%. compared with a 
compliance target of 43%. Middle management shows a 63% 
compliance with almost 27% of middle management being 
represented by black people and junior management ranks at 
68% compliance with 32,8% being presented by black people. 
The report also shows that there is an "alarming" shortfall of black 
women in management. 
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